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We solve the following stochastic control prob
lem: to maximize the discounted total benefit 

ro 

J(x,uJ=E I exp (-rt) [xtut-.P(ut)]dt, 
0 

subject to 

dxt=xt[(A -But)dtH>dwt] ,x
0
=x > o, osutsii,r>o, 

where {wt' t~O} is a Wiener process and .P( ·) is a 
nonnegative increasing concave,continuous function on 
[o,u]. -All bounded, measurable and nonanticipating 
functionals u(x) of the state process x are admissible 
as controls. Optimality of the bang-bang control is 
proved and the switching point is found. Applications 
of this result might include production policy of a 
firm aiming to max1m1ze the expected profit 
J(x,ul,where utis the production rate'and xt is the 
price of the good produced. 

1
Mathematical results were obtained by the author himself 

while application to econontics was widely discussed with 

O.Gedymin. Thus this part of the paper is a common contribution. 
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1. Introduction 

We consider the problem of optimal control of the hi

linear diffusion process 

dxt=xt[(a-~ut)dt+adwt], x
0
=x, t<!:O ( 1. 1) 

where a, ~>0, a>O are constants and {wt' t<!:O} is a Wiener pro

cess on an appropriate probability space. There is a cost 

~(ut) per unit time for usinq control ut' where~(·) is a 
nonnegative, increasing, concave, continuous function on 

[o,u]. The controller has to choose a law ut<xl as a non

anticipative, measurable functional of the state process 

with values in [o,u) to maximize the discounted total 

benefit 

( 1. 2) 

This problem has a potential application to economics: ut 

being the factory production rate at time t and xt being the 

price of the good being produced (see section 5l. 

The economically obvious rule for our model is to pro

duce with full capacity if xt is bigger than some critical 

price 8, and to exert no control at all if xt<8. Optimality 

of this law is proved and the cutoff point 8 separating both 

regions of the price values is characterized in terms of 
parameters of the system. 

General existence results for the problem of dis

counted stochastic control were given by Kushner, [1], and 

Bensousson, [2]. Benes, Shepp and Witsenhausen, [3], and 

Karatzas, [4], proved the optimality of the bang-bang law 

for the control of the Wiener process, while Bensousson, 

Sethi, Vickson and Derzko, [5], showed that an optimal feed

back solution exists for the LQG problem with control non
negativity constraints. 

This paper is organized as follows: we state the con

trol problem in Section 2. An explicit solution of the Bell

man equation is given in Section 3. Optimality of the bang

bang law is proved in Section 4. An economic application is 

presented in Section 5. 
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2. Stochastlc control problem 

Consider, as a basic probability space Q, the space 

C{~+) of continuous, real-valued functions in R+, and let 

~t' t~O, denote the ~-algebra generated by £x
5

; sst}, XEQ. 

Consider also the ~-algebra A generated by the Borel subsets 

M of R+xC{R+), with the property that each t-section of Mt 

of M belongs to ~t and each x-section Mx of M is Lebesgue 
measurable. A function g : IR+xC{IR+)- IR is A-measurable iff 

g{t, · ) is ~t-measurable for any t~O and g{·,x) is Lebesgue 
measurable for any XEC{R+). 

An admissible nonanticipative control 

A-measurable function 
u : R+xc{l~+)- [o, u] / u>o. 

u is an 

The class of such controls is denoted by U. For any control 

law UEU and any x>O we can construct, by means of the 

Girsanov theorem, a probability space {Q,~,P) and a pair of 

stochastic processes {yt,wt> on it, such that {wt; t~O} is a 
Wiener process with respect to P and the SDE 

152 
dy t = (a + T - B ut) d t + l> dw t, y =ln x, 

0 
{ 2. 1) 

is satisfied.Such a weak solution of (2.1} is known to be 

unique in the sense of the probability law (see (6]). 
Now, from !to's formula we see that xt=exp yt is a unique 
weak solution of the SDE 

dx t = x t [ (a -(J u) d t + ~ dw t J , X =x>O. { 2. 2) 

The control problem consists in finding a law u"'EU that 
maximizes 

00 
-rt I e [xtur~<ut>Jdt 

0 
J(x, u>= E ( 2. 3) 

when we start at x and use the control u, over all UEU, x>O. 

Here, E denotes expectation with respect to the probability 

measure P, r>o is the discount factor, ~(·) is the running 
cost of control. 

Now let Ut= V= const, VE[o, u], 
control vis applied. Then Ex~ 

V and let xt=xt 

x exp(a-{Jv} t and 
when the 
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{ 
XV 41 (V) 

if r > A r-a. + f3 v r 

+ (D for VE(O, A-r if r < A , 7f 

thus in the following we assume r > A. 

3. The Bellman equation 

To solve the Bellman equation 

8
2 

2 ' rV= T x V' + AxV' + =!UP [xu-41< u>-BuxV'] 
o.:S:u.:S:u 

( 3. 1) 

we look for a number 8 > 0 and solution V, IV<x>I.:S:M(l+lxl>, 
to 

i-4> 
X( 1-{JT/') ) ~, 

u 
X ) l5 

x2 V'' + .15!_ xV' _ 2r V= 241o 
2 2 2 

0 0 0 

x(1-f3V'l < X < l5 
u 

which meet smoothly at x=l5 to order 1. 

As a particular solution to (3.2) we find 

ux 

r+Bu-A 

Now, let 

41 
r 

oc-B- j 
v± =...!... - __ u_ ± ( + 

2 {52 

( 3. 2) 

( 3. 3) 

( 3 . 4) 
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To get the general solution of {3.2) we add to {3.4) a 

solution 
- V + V c
1
x + c

1
x 

of the homogeneous equation 

+ 

xV'- 2 r V = 0. 
2 

(J 

Since v•>1 for r~a, the linear growth condition 

implies c:=o, and we solve {3.2) by 

r+ u-cx r x>o. 

A similar argument solves {3.3) as 
+ 

V <x>=c•J!>-2 2 
cl>o 
r O::>x<o 

Let us denote v~v- l:J. + 
P•P · 

Then we see . that v<O and r>a implies 

p = 1 

2 

We want the derivatives v; and v; to be equal to 

...!..--( 1 - i-io ) at x=o, 
fJ iio 

and V
1 

< o l = V
2 

< o l 

This determines o, 

{r-a+fJu)[{p- vlr+{JupvJ<i-4>
0

) 

ru[{p-v){r-al+{Juv{p-1)] 

1 [ {r-cx)o i-~uo J o-v 
fJv r-a+fJu 

-u 

{ 3. 5) 

{ 3 . 6) 

( 3. 7) 

( 3. 8) 

{ 3. 9) 

To verify that th·e function (3.5), (3.6), (3 . 7), (3.8),{3.9) 

solves {3 . 2) and (3.3), we have to show that the following 
inequalities hold 
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llxtrz>x 
«1>-cl>o in 0;S;x<8 -----u 

( 3. 10 l 

xV'1 < x «1>-cl>o in x>8. -----u 
( 3. lll 

But 

for x small enough 
u 

and tt.le equation 

u 

has one positive solution x=c5 . Thus (3.11) holds. 
Now 

--1=--- [llux+<r-alx< ~lv- 1] -
r-a+fju J 

< X --u 

since 

4. Optimal control 

-u 

THEOREM 4.1 . Let r>a. The optimal control for the problem 
(2.2)1 (2.3l is 

{ 0 I if x;<8 
:0: 

ut - if x;>8 ul 
( 4. 1) 

where 8 is given by ( 3. 7) and 
:0: 

solves xt 

ax; = x;[(a-pu;ldt+8dwt] 1 x
0

=x. ( 4 . 2) 

----------------------------------- -
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P r o o f. Introduce the process Mt ~ e-rtvcxtl + 
t -rs 

+I e [xsus-~Cusl]ds. Jto's formula yields the representa-
o 

tion for os:ss:t 

Taking conditional 

using C3.1) we see 

t 
EM t=e-rt EVC X t) +E J e-rs (X sus-~ C us)] dSS:EM

0
= VC X). 

0 

The linear growth condition for the Bellman function 

I VCxl ls:MC 1+ lxl), implies 

and 

El VC x t l I S:MC 1+ x exp a t) 

1 im 
t ... co 

-rt 
e VC x t)=O. 

Thus letting t ... co in C4.4l we get 
CO 

- rt[ ] E J e xtut-cl1( utJ dts:V(xJ. 
0 

( 4. 3) 

and 

s=O 

c 4. 4) 

( 4. 5) 

This shows that the expected benefit of bsing uEU is not 
bigger than VCxl.Consider now the law u*E U. The integral 

following M
5 

in (4.3) has zero conditional expectation 

relative to the past of w, M is a martingale, and EMt=VCxl, 
* * so that xt achieves v. In other words, ut is opthnal. • 

5. Application to monopolistic price adjustment 
2 

uncertainty 

under 

Consider a firm which produces a homogeneous 

nonstorable commodity. We assume that the firm has a certain 

degree of monopolistic power and it makes price and output 

2 
For related problems see [9], [10]. 
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decisions to maximize its discounted profit over time, while 

demand for its product is perturbed by the fluctuations of a 

haphazard nature. Our problem now is to build the price-out

put planning model and to find the optimal solutions. 

Proceeding in the spirit of Merton (7] we shall try to 

determine the equation describing the price dynamics. 

Assume that the relative price rate (xt+dt-xtllxt' for 
t fixed, is a random variableS, such that (i) S is a sum 

n 
of a large number n of random variables sk' S=k~t sk , 

(iil sk are stocJ:tastically independent, (iiil it is highly 

probable that each variable skis sufficiently small.Taking 

into account the above assumptions, and applying the central 

1 imi t theorem, we obta in an asymptotical Gaussian 

distribution of the relative price rate,which has a mean 

b(t)dt and variance o
2
(t)dt. Then passing to the limit as 

n-+ro, we may write S=b(t)dt+o(tldwt, where {wt' t:<:OJ is 
a Wiener process defined on an ~ppropriate probability 

space, and finally the price dynamics equation is given by 

We are going now to specify the functions b(·J, o(·J in the 

case when the process (5.1) is to be controlled. 

In the theory of the monopolistic firm it is usually 

accepted that the firm faces a price-output relation (demand 
curve) which is downward-sloping (see [8], [12]).0ne of 

the possible variants of such a relation (in the mean) could 
be given by the equation 

dx =(cx-(lu)x, cx<o 
dt 

where x t=Ex t. 

Comparing (5.1) and 
( 1. 1). 

( 5. 2) 

( 5. 2) 

we obtain equation 

We assume that the production cost ~(uJ is a 

nonnegative, increasing, concave, continuous function on 

[0,~], where~ denotes the maximum productiori capacity of 

the firm.Thus the profit maximization problem for the firm 
can be stated as follows 
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subject to 

The set U of admissible controls is defined in section 2. 

6.Concluslon 

(i) In the present paper a closed- form solution is 

given for the problem of controlling a bllinear SDE with 

control variable constraints.We used . methods which follow 

the spirit of Benes [3] and Karatzas [4] .It turns out that 

the method originated by Benes and his collaborators (3] can 

be adapted to the maximization problem studied in this 

paper. 
(ii) From the economic point of 

dies the optimal dynamic behaviour of 

view, this paper stu-

the monopolistic firm 

that the bang-bang under uncertainty. Theorem 4.1. shows 

control, which is in fact the event planning (in 
terminology of Intriligator and Sheshinski, [11]), is 

superior to all nonanticipative controls, including time 

planning. 
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STEROWANIE OPTYMALNE Z DYSKONTEM BILINIOWEGO PROCESU DYFUZJI 
I JEGO ZASTOSOWANIA EKONOMICZNE 

W artykule 
stochastycznego, w 
zdyskontowany zysk: 

00 

rozwi&zuje sie zadanie 
kt6rym maksymizuje sie 

J( u, u) = E f exp (- r t) ( x tu t -4> ( ut) l d t 
0 

przy ograniczeniach 

x =x>O, 
0 

sterowania 
calkowity 

r>O, 

gdzie { wt' t<!O jest procesem Wienera, zas 4>( ·) jest nie
ujemn& rosn&c&, wklesl& i ci&gl& funkcj& na [0, uJ. 
Wszystkie ograniczone, mierzalne niewyprzedaj&ce 
funkcjonaly ut(x) stanu procesu xt s& dopuszczalnymi 

sterowaniami. 'Dowodzi sie optymalnosci sterowania typu 
bang-bang i determinuje sie punkt przel&czenia. 

Zastosowania przedstawionych wynik6w mog& dotyczy6 np. 
plan6w produkcyjnych firm zmierzaj&cych do maksymalizacji 
oczekiwanego zysku J(x,u), gdzie ut jest intensywnosci& 

produkcji a xt jest cen& produktu. 
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OUTMMAflbHOE YUPABflEHME C llMCKOHTMPOBAHMEM 
UPOUECCA llMttY3MM M EfO UPMMEHEHM~ B 3KOHOMMKE 

BMflMHEAHOfO 

B cTaTbe pewaeTc~ 3ana~a cToxacTuqecKoro ynpasneHM~. B 
KOTOpoA HaKCMHH3MpyeTC~ nonHa~ AMCKOHTMpOBaHHa~ npM6Wnb: 

00 

J(u,u)=E I exp(-rt) [xtut-ct>(ut)]dt 
0 

npM orpaHMqeHM~x 

X =x>O, 
0 

r>O, 

~Bn~eTC~ BMHepOBCKMH npOUSCCOH, a cpc .J 

~Bn~eTC~ H90TpMUaTenbHOA ,B03pacTaD.eA BOPHYTOA M 
HenpepWBHOA ~YHKUMeA Ha [Q, U 
M Heonepe:a:aD.Me ~YHKUMOHanw 

l. Bee orpaHMqeHHwe, M3Hep~eHwe 

ul xJ cocTo~HM~ npouecca xt 
~Bn~DTC~ nonycKaeHWHM ynpauneHM~HM. lloKa3WBa9TC~ 

onTMHanbHOCTb ynpasneHM~ TMna 6aHr-6aHr M onpenen~eTc~ ToqKa 
nepeKnDqeHMSI. 

fipMHSHSHMSI npencTaBneHHWX pe3ynbTaTOB 
HanpMHSp npOM3BOACTB9HHWX nnaHOB ~MpH 
l!aKCMHM3aUMM O:CMAaSHOA npM6blnM J (X, U), 

HOPYT KaCaTbCSI 
CTpeH~~MXCSI K 

rne ut ~an~eTc~ 

MHTSHCMBHOCTbD npOH3BOACTBa, a Xt USHa nponyKTa. 




